
September 15, 2020 

 

 

To:  Mike Nedder and ZBA 

 

RE: 2 Oak Crest Road – NO.18-2020 

 

Architecture is, of course, a shelter as well as a personal expression, but equally 

important, it also is also history crystalized in visual form by planes, lines, volumes & 

space that have been put together into a harmony of design.  Different building 

constructions tells the viewer what was necessary at the time, what people wanted to 

project as well as world situation.  As different methods of constructing a home are 

developed, they start to fall into patterns that are repeated, and when these home 

designs have been formalized into books with worldwide recognition they become a 

definite architectural style. These styles are patterned by generally understood 

methods of making construction decision, and then reborn by famous architects such as 

Julian E. Kulski who is the architect of this home. Bio enclosed. 

  

This application is a definitive description of the International Style that developed 

from events, architects and technology of the 1920s &1930s. This Style was organized 

into very specific elements and space that have developed from solely a shelter into art.  

These elements are clearly related in this Application, and demonstrate why all 

structures on the same lot should relate to each other to keep the Style’s integrity. 

 

Darien has extremely few structures that represent the International Style, and that is 

why the scarcity of this proposed design that demands protection by variances. A 

town’s pride and self-awareness of where we live are founded on a visual variety of 

historical architectural styles.  What a better way to develop historic pride, distinction 

and self-awareness than by having the finest representations of Darien’s 18th, 19th and 

20th century buildings that present daily visual historic architectural messages to all of 

us who pass by. 

 

The best designs and architecture of Darien’s homes should be cherished as it is in that 

style variety over time that shows our distinctive and long history. 

 

I happily support this garage design proposal as the dimensions, proportions, and 

placement demands of the International Style have been thoughtfully put together as a 

work of art.  

 

Thank You,   

 

Marian Castell                  Darien Town Historian   

encl:1 



Julian Eugeniusz Kulski   Architect, Darien, CT   excerpt from his book Dying, We 
Live., 1979 
 
 

Julian Eugeniusz Kulski. Dying, We Live. Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 1979. 

Reprinted with author's permission. 

[ EXIT  ]   

  

FROM THE PUBLISHER, HOLT, RINEHART AND WINSTON:  

Dying, We Live is the amazing memoir of a remarkable youth who came of age in war-tom, Nazi-occupied Warsaw. 

On September 1, 1939, the Germans started World War II by invading Poland. Within a month the Poles had been 

blitzkrieged by the German Wehrmacht The faces of evil had been unleashed and Europe was to suffer under the Nazi 

jack-boot for more than five years. However there is more to the story than that. In the conquered nations, courageous 

people rose up against the German oppressors in an unequal struggle for freedom and human dignity. These freedom 

fighters came from all walks of life. Some were children not yet out of school. 

Julian E. Kulski, Protestant son of the Mayor of Warsaw, was only ten years old 

when the war began. Yet he joined the Polish resistance, witnessed the Ghetto Uprising of 1943, was jailed by the 

Gestapo, and, after his release, fought with the Polish Home Army in its heroic, two-month-long battle with the German 

Army in Warsaw in August and September of 1944. Captured once again, Kulski found himself in a prisoner-of-war camp in 

Germany before he was sixteen. 

Kulski based this intimate, harrowing, and totally authentic account of the Polish agony on a journal which he wrote shortly 

after the war in an attempt to record the nightmarish events through which he had lived. At the same time he needed 

desperately to provide himself with the emotional scar-tissue that would enable him to return to everyday life in the postwar 

world. 

Now, thirty-three years later, he has transcribed his journal into English, and this book, along with more than 150 

photographs (many never before published) which he has collected over the years, is a fitting tribute to the martyrdom that 

the Poles – Christians and Jews alike – suffered at the hands of the Nazis. 

After World War II Julian E. Kulski studied architecture in England and the United States. He earned a B.Arch. in 1953 and 

  
 

http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/0030409012/thewarsawupri-20
http://www.warsawuprising.com/witness.htm#w1


a Ph.D. in City Planning from the Warsaw Institute of Technology in 1966. Kulski is a Fellow of the American Institute of 

Architects, a professor of Urban and Regional Planning, and works extensively in developing countries throughout the 

world as a consultant architect for several United Nations agencies. He lives in northern Virginia. 
     

    [ NEXT  ] 
 

C o p y r i g h t  ©  J u l i a n  E u g e n i u s z  K u l s k i  
A l l  r i g h t s  r e s e r v e d ,  i n c l u d i n g  t h e  r i g h t  

 
Below is copied a small excerpt of a more detailed history he wrote from the site 
:Julian Kulski-Architect of Polish Freedom/link to Poland 
 
One of the Americans told me to jump into his car and I escaped with him. My father had 
said that he would not come back to the country until it was free. He advised me to go to 
London, as my uncle worked in the Polish Embassy there. Later I met two Englishmen who 
took care of me and helped me to get from Germany to England. I could not say a word in 
English, and so they dressed me in a uniform, bandaged my throat, and said that I was shot 
in Tobruk. After that I went to Scotland and I enrolled in the army. But my uncle found out 
that I was there, and so after a week I was sent back to London. I went to school and learned 
to speak English. Then I went to Northern Ireland where I finished school. I studied 
architecture at Oxford, but after a year I obtained an American visa and left, continuing my 
studies at Yale University. After graduating, I started to look for work and eventually got a 
position in the World Bank. Over 20 years I was involved in thousands of projects in 30 
countries. Apart from that, I was a Professor at three different universities and a Dean in 
Washington. 
 
 
Twelve books, one called The Secret World  a collection of his photographs from 
around the world, a Documentary called White Eagle, a site called National Land 
Realty that images of his designs - from your house to elaborate castles, videos, 
oral interviews, his political life and degree in urban planning, and his role in the 
world bank.  This is just the tip of the iceberg. 
 
Marian Castell 
 

http://www.warsawuprising.com/witness/kulski1.htm
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